Th e nUltrices of spin-orbit interaction in the p2 d and p' d electron config urations have been calculatcd in the LS representation. The matrices have bec n checked by showing that t heir eigenvalu es, calculated by use of a n IBM 7090, agree with t he correct eige nvalues known from the theory of jj-coupling. For t he sake of co mpleteness, t he energ ies of electrostatic interac tion for these configurations are a lso g ive n.
Introduction
In a previous paper [1] 3 on e of us reported th e complete energy matrices in the LS representation for the p2 p and Zi p electron configurations, in the approx imation th at includes both electrostatic and spin-orbi t interactions. Each of the present au thors had calculated independently, and for differ ent purposes, the corresponding energy matrices for spin-orbit in teraction in th e p2 cl and p4 cl configurations. After intercomparin g our results, we form ed a fin al ch eck oJ the matrices by usin g an IBM 7090 to determin e their eigenvalues and showin g th em to agree with th e correct eigenvalues easily calculated from the t h eory of jj-coupling [cf. 2, ch. 10] . In this p aper we report the 11,' cl matrices in a form identical to that used earlier in the 11,' p case (11,' is th e principal quantum number of the electron th at is ou tside the p2 or p4 core) .
The primar y use of such interaction matrices is to ob tain approximate predicted valu es [or th e energy levels of atomic sys tems as an aid in interpreting and understanding their sp ectr a. The eigenvalues of the m atrices represent the discrete energy levels of the atomic sys tem. The eigenvectors of th e m atrices ar e useful in obtaining approximate wave functions of the actual levels in terms o[ the LS eigen fun ctions. The eigenvectors also give directly the transform ation matrices n eeded [or the calculation of line strengths in in termediate couplin g fr om the strengths in LS couplin g, as done for example by one of us earlier for lin es of astr ophysical importance [3] .
. Spin-Or bit Interaction
The m atrices of spin-orbit inter action for the configuration p 2 cl are given in table 3.
Since the energy matrix is diagonal in J, t h e nondiagonal elements occur only between leve13 having the same J value. There is thus one matrix for each possible value of J. The rows and column s of the matrices are specified by the name of the term in the notation of LS-couplin g, the terms in parentheses denoting the parent terms in p2. T he elements of these m atrices ar e linear combinations of the spin-orbit integrals I; and 1;', where I; stands for I; p of the core and 1; ' stands for I; d of the e},.'ternal electron . Both these integrals are positive. Their coefficients were hand-calculated by well-known methods [cf. ref. 2, ch . 11 , and ref. 4] . Altho ugh these coefficients h ave been thoroughly checked, it will be appropriate to write a simplified expression , in the notation of reference [4] , by which any given matrix element may easily be recalculated i[ occasion arises . For this purpose, it can be shown that, in the configuration p2l, t he element is given by
where the subscript 1 indicates quuntlilll numbers associated with the parent term of the core, and the 6-j symbols are equivalent to Racah's W coefficients, We have kept this expression literal in l since it holds for alll, It may thus be used also to recalculate any p2 p element given in reference [1] , The values of the 6-j symbols can be found in reference [9] ,
The matrices for the p4 d configLU'ation are identical to the above except that in this case the sign of the spin-orbit couplin g parameter 111 is reversed [2, p, 299],
' D E -3F,+7F;-40~ -420;
'P E -3F,-7F;+6G~ -420 ; E+3F'+7F;+20;-~0; 
Electrostatic Interaction
To obtain the complete energy matrices in in termediate couplin g, the electrostatic mn,trices must be added to the spin-orbit matrices of tn,ble 3. The matrices of electros tn,tic interaction in Russell-Saunders coupling are well-known for th e p2 d and p4 d configLU"ations, and we give them here in tables 1 and 2 for the sake of completeness. Following Slater , the energies ar e stated in terms of the a l'eI'age energy, Eav = E , whi ch represents th e cen ter of gravity of the terms of the configuration, each term b ein g assigned the weight (2S + 1) (2L + 1). The energy expressions can easily be converted, if desired, so as to +~"2i0;-3"2i0; conform to the usage of Condon and 8hortley. In this case, E is replaced in the energy expressions by the following quantities:
Here as in tables 1 and 2 the parameters without primes refer to the (p, p) interaction s while those with primes refer to the (p, el) in teractions. In accordance with Condon and 8hol'tley, th e s ubscripted parameters are defined in terms of the superscrip ted parameters as follows: 35)F2(p, el) , G3(p, el) = (l /245)G 3 (p, el) .
Conclusion
The complete energy matrices in the approximation that includes electrostatic and spinorbit interactions are now available, in several coupling schemes, for most electron configurations of the types pZ land p4 l. The p 2 sand p4 s cases are treated by Condon and 8hOl·tley [2, pp. 198 and 268] in the LS scheme. Our n' p and n' d results are also built in the LS scheme. Moller [7] calculated the matrices of p4 l electrostatic interaction in the J c ll'epre-
-~l' sentation. (Here J c refers to the total angular momentum of the core.) These expressions are especially valuable in the analysis of configurations where the J c l coupling is very pure and hence the spin-orbit contribution can be neglected. To make the J c l matrices complete, however, Kiillen has calculated the spin-orbit elements and reports them in reference [8] together with t he complete p4 l matrices built in the J c j scheme.
